
 

 

Wedding Videography Packages and Pricing 
 

Packages 
Ceremony only:  If selected, Hunter Films(HF) will arrive an hour before the ceremony and will leave after the ceremony. The 
final video will only cover the ceremony.  
 
Pre-Ceremony+ Full Ceremony(8HR): If selected, HF Will arrive on arrival time and will leave after the ceremony is over. The 
video will cover (bride/groom getting ready, first look, ceremony, etc.) Video length will vary depending on the ceremony. A short 
online video will be included. 
 
Full Ceremony+Reception(8HR):  If selected, HF will arrive on arrival time and will leave at the end of the reception. The video 
will only cover events that happen from the ceremony through the reception. Video length will vary depending on the ceremony. 
A short online video will be included. 
 
The Highlight(10HR): If selected, HF will arrive on arrival time and will leave 10 hours after. The video will be an 8-10 minute 
video covering the whole day. The full ceremony is NOT included, and it is understood that not everything can fit into “The 
Highlight.” This is a condensed version of the Full day coverage.” 
 
Full-Day Coverage(12HR):  If selected, HF will arrive on arrival time and will leave at the end of the booked time. The video will 
cover the full wedding day, from the getting ready to the reception. Full video length is usually 30-60 minutes long depending on 
the ceremony length. A short online video will be included. 
 

Add-on(s) 
Short online version:  HF will make a short highlight video of the wedding day. The video will be around 3-5 minutes and can be 
shared on social media. These are what you see on our social media pages. 
 
Rehearsal Coverage:  If selected as an add-on, HF will attend the wedding rehearsal to videotape footage and examine the logistics 
of the ceremony as well as the site.  The client recognizes that HF will not plan to videotape the entire rehearsal. 
 
Raw Footage:  If selected as an add-on, the client will receive one USB drive containing all raw footage that was filmed. HF is 
not responsible for any material in the raw footage that may be offensive or disturbing to the client. HF is not responsible for any 
data lost or damaged. 

Pricing 

 Select your base package.  Choose the package that comes closest to your preference. You may 
change your package up until the final consultation one month prior to your wedding date. 

 
□ ceremony only (1 camera operator. $950) (2 camera operators- $1,200)     
□ Pre-ceremony+ceremony (1 CO. $2,000)(2 CO.$2,800)-(Includes online edit)   
□ ceremony+Reception (1 CO.$2,000) (2 CO.$2,800) -(Includes online edit) 
□        The Highlight (1 Co. $2,000) (2 Co. $2,800) 
□ full day coverage (1 CO.$2,700) (2CO.$3,500) -(Includes online edit)    

   
 
Select your add-on(s).  Choose the add-on(s) you would like to purchase. You may change your add-ons 
choices at a later date. 

 • Rehearsal Coverage($200)  • Raw Footage($200) • Extra Hour($100)                         
 
 
 

Message us today to set up a free consultation to answer any questions you 

may have! 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


